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Agenda

• Elements of a robust life of field gas-lift design

• Input data: scenarios / cases / QA / QC & workflow

• Natural flow and gas-lifted well performance screening

• SPM depth prediction & stress testing

• IPO unloading valve status & specification

• ΔP over operating valve

• Orifice sizing for life of field

• Additional considerations

• Conclusions
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Elements of a Robust Life of Field Gas-Lift Design

• Gas-lift valve spacing that is suitable throughout the life of well

• Detailed gas-lift valve specifications that cater for the life of well

• Stable gas-lift system performance

• Optimised production whilst also considering gas-lift availability 

• Robust in case of uncertain data / changing well conditions

• Eliminates (or minimises) intervention requirements for valve change-outs

• This requires:

– Good input data

– A running dialogue and transparency with the operator

– Full understanding of equipment functionality and limitations
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Input Data: Scenarios / Cases

• Sensitivity cases: 

• Condensed Reservoir Simulator Profile:
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• Significance of the key gas-lift inputs:

– Consistently achievable injection pressure (for operation and unloading / kick-off)

– Accurate lift gas SG (any significant variation should also be considered)

– Achievable flowing THP / unloading THP (network models useful)

– Reservoir conditions and anticipated variation

– Well constraints (e.g. drawdown / flow rate limits)

– Completion constraints (e.g. ASV, DH restrictions, deviation)

Input Data: QA / QC & Workflow
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• High level screening to assess the wells’ response to gas-lift

• Sensitivities over life of field conditions (uncertainties)

• Determine optimum lift gas rate

• Sensitivity to gas lift valve depth

• Sensitivity to FTHP

• Sensitivity to tubing ID

Natural flow and gas-lifted well performance screening
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• Optimum lift gas rate for each case

Natural Flow / Gas Lift screening

• Production sensitivity to gas lift valve depth
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Natural Flow / Gas Lift screening

• Identify where natural flow can occur

• Determine when gas lift will be required (is it beneficial?)

GL required for 
production

GL enhances 
production
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SPM depth prediction

• Many wells exhibit a highly variable maximum lift depth

Deepening lift point as well depletes 

Achievable 
injection point
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SPM Depth Prediction

• Single case visibility vs Life of Field

Valve 1 pick

Valve 2 pick

Valve 4 pick

Valve 3 pick

Valve 5 pick

Top IPO depth variation signifies changing UTHP/CHP 

Valve 1

Valve 2

Valve 4 (deepest injection point achievable)

Valve 3
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SPM Depth Prediction

• SPM depth selection – can be very subjective, requires testing

Valve 1 pick

Valve 2 pick

Valve 4 pick

Valve 3 pick

Valve 5 pick

Top IPO depth variation signifies changing UTHP/CHP 
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Stress Test SPM Depths

• Identify Potential for dummies for flexibility for future re-optimisation

Achievable 
injection point

Deepening optimum lift point as well depletes 
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IPO Unloading Valve Status

• N2 dome opening / closing pressure varies with well temperature
– IPO’s ideally set up at well temperature & performance verified in FAT

• Characterise IPO behaviour over life of field to avoid re-opening

• Crucial in determining pressure available for injection at the operating valve (avoid multi-
point injection & potential valve damage) & subsequent port sizing 

• Temperature modelling key – QA/QC of heat transfer input data important

• Operator to monitor and adjust the gas-lift system / models
– Gas-lift design should be reviewed periodically
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• Optimum port sizes can be highly variable with production conditions

• Ensure that the IPO ports are not over-sized as valve spread (VOP – VCP) may be large as 
a result

• IPO port sizes must be sufficient to allow the well to unload / kick-off successfully

• Large IPO spread can reduce the ultimate depth of injection as the ΔP over the operating 
valve is reduced to ensure IPO’s close

IPO Unloader Specification
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ΔP Over Operating Valve (Design Case Conditions)

• Identify deliverable ΔP over the operating valve while keeping IPO’s closed

< ΔP over operating valve > 

Temp at 

operating 

valve 
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ΔP Over Operating Valve (Max / Min Temperature Conditions)

• Lower temperature scenarios require additional reduction in CHP to close IPO’s

< ΔP over operating valve > 

Min closing pressure

Min closing pressure

Min closing pressure

Min 

temp
Max 

temp

Design 

temp
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Orifice Sizing for Life of Field (Square Edged Type) 

• Use vendor specific valve performance 

derived from flow loop testing

• Do you size the operating valve for 

optimised or maximum available lift gas 

rate? – dialogue with client

• Operators can use these plots when 

monitoring to understand operating valve 

performance

• Indicator of injection stability (in addition 

to further stability tests e.g. Asheim, 

stability curves etc.)

Operating 

envelope

Annulus 

pressure at 

valve

Tubing 

pressures at 

optimised 

injection 

rates

Varying 

port sizes

Varying 

casing 

pressure

< ΔP over operating valve > 

Tubing 

pressure at 

valve
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• Venturi style orifice enters critical flow at lower ΔP’s than square edged (c. 85% vs. 50%)

– Limited rate variation / turndown ability (once in sub-critical part of curve at low ΔP’s flow can be 
highly unstable – more susceptible to valve chatter)

– Assess Venturi vs. square edged orifice suitability for well conditions with operator

Orifice Sizing for Life of Field (Venturi Style)

Tubing 

pressures at 

optimised 

and fixed 

injection 

rates

Annulus 

pressure at 

valve

Operating 

envelope
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• Unloading procedure
– Liquid rate limitations through valve ports

– API well unloading schedule

– Transient modelling for a tailored pressure schedule to 

avoid valve damage

– e.g. vendor internal software / Prosper, etc. 

• Stability analysis
– Asheim criteria

– GL stability curves

– Multiphase flow pattern maps

• Operator feedback on valve performance:
– Valve installation successful?

– Well unloaded with no issues?

– Are the injection rates as expected?

– Is injection stable?

– An ongoing dialogue

Additional Considerations
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Conclusions

• A rigorous life of field approach to gas-lift is recommended which takes account of: 
– Reservoir data uncertainty

– Changing operating parameters

– IPO unloader and Operating valve performance envelopes and behaviour under changing conditions

• Vendor / operator collaboration & understanding is key

• The benefits of this approach facilitates a better informed selection of:
– SPM setting depths 

– Detailed valve set-up parameters

– Well operational strategy

• This benefits valve integrity and longevity and reduces costs
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Thank you for listening

Q & A
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Increase Production,

Enhance Well Integrity

Reduce Cost,


